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Ivan thank you for all this info. Everything
worked out great except my back light
keyboard. I installed the latest ATK and all
my function keys work great except for F3
and F4 to turn on the the keyboard light.
Before I found your site I tried Asus and
various other sites but none worked. Could
it be something else. I have a Asus 2 in 1
Q502LA 15 with Intel I5. Ivan thank you for
all this info. Everything worked out great
except my back light keyboard. I installed
the latest ATK and all my function keys
work great except for F3 and F4 to turn on
the the keyboard light. Before I found your
site I tried Asus and various other sites but
none worked. Could it be something else.
The skip option is a shortcut for listing all
installed collections. If it is not set, then all
of the collections will be listed if
shortcut_name is set. To download files
from the Jenkins node, add a -j or -J
parameter to the command, where jenkins
is the Jenkins node's fully qualified domain
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name (FQDN), and download the files as
specified by the repository, filename or
pattern parameters, or by removing all
parameters and specifying a default value
for filename.
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You can add your own projects directly to
Ansible Galaxy. If you do this, add the
following metadata to your YAML files:

tags: a comma separated list of "data" tags
for the project. For more information, see
project_tags. You can add your own tags if
you wish. collection: a URI to the collection

directory, or an URL of a galaxy.yml file.
This defaults to github.com/bharat/galaxy.

To use the Intel Integrated Graphics
Unigine Editor, you must download and run

it. The application is a Windows
executable. Download the latest version of

the application from here . To use the
Bumblebee support for Optimus laptops,

you must download and run it. The
application is a Windows executable.
Download the latest version of the
application from here . In the user

interface, hotkeys are entered in the pane,
which must be active to display the
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hotkeys for a particular node or collection.
If the pane is in the secondary pane, the
hotkeys for the collection in the primary

pane can be accessed from the secondary
pane. The UI for the Hotkeys pane changes
depending on the collections data type. If
youre configuring groups for a collection,

e.g. to define groups of hotkeys to apply to
the contents of a module, collection, or etc,
then the UI is the same as it is for creating
a regular collections. If youre configuring
hotkeys by role/collection/etc, then the

Hotkeys pane is changed to the one
appropriate for the collection data type.
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